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OVERVIEW

Very bright, spacious recently renovated 3-bedroom
property for sale in the stately Justicia neighbourhood.

Property of 238 m² located in a beautiful classic building dating back to 1900 on Calle
Argensola, one of the most emblematic and beautiful streets of the stately Justicia
neighbourhood.

We are welcomed by a hall, which in turn gives way to a bathroom and a bedroom
with a dressing room and private bathroom. Then we come to the modern kitchen,
equipped with Balay appliances and attractive blue units, and in the background we
have the living room with 3 balconies over Calle Argensola, which allow a lot of
natural light to enter while offering beautiful views.

From the living room we can access a double bedroom with another balcony to the
street, and the dining room. A corridor connects to the third bedroom, which has a
private bathroom and an attached room that could be used as an office or dressing
room. If you prefer, the second bedroom could be removed to extend the living room.

The apartment is newly renovated with finishes and materials of the best quality, so
it is in good condition and ready to move into. It also enjoys a great natural light and
spaciousness thanks to its numerous balconies and its high ceilings.

This magnificent property would be ideal as a main residence for families and
retirees or as a second residence, in a highly sought-after area of Madrid and close to
all services.

lucasfox.com/go/mad11653

Lift, High ceilings, Natural light,
Air conditioning, Balcony,
Equipped Kitchen, Exterior,
Near international schools,
Transport nearby
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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